
Incredible switchable film that
changes from clear to private
(frosted) in an instant with the
press of a button!

SWITCHABLE I-FILM
BROCHURE



Switchable I-Film offers
instant privacy at the flick
of a switch! The film works
on an electrical principle
switching from frosted to
clear when power is
applied.

Switchable I-Film also
known as Smart Film offers
a next generation
alternative to blinds or
privacy film making it the
ideal choice for
commercial or residential
installations.
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This unique film

technology also transforms

any glass into a high

definition rear projection

screen allowing you to

display corporate

presentations, TV images

and videos. A truly

innovative product making

switchable glass

technology accessible to

everyone while giving your

home or business the

added wow factor.



The film comes complete
with a self adhesive layer
making installation to
existing glass easy without
the need for water or any
additional mounting
adhesives.

Simply install the film and
wire back to the
transformer. The
transformer can then be
switched on / off by a
standard lighting switch or
our stylish RF remote
control.

Custom shapes can be
laser cut or multiple pieces
can be joined for large
partitioned areas.

Switchable Film
technology offers a UV
stable / environmentally
friendly solution reducing
solar heat gain by up to
40%.
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Maximum sheet sizes – 1.2m x 3m / 1m x 3m

◦ Custom sizes available
◦ Power – 110v AC (12 watts per square metre)
◦ Self adhesive (peel and stick)

Applications

◦ Corporate boardrooms / meeting rooms
◦ Residential windows
◦ Dividing partitions
◦ Conservatories / sun rooms
◦ Vision panels
◦ Luxury vehicle privacy
◦ Yachts
◦ Retail / museum display cases

Accessories

◦ Transformer
◦ RF Remote Control / Receiver
◦ Installation Kit
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